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REGULAR FACTORIZATIONS  OF  CONTRACTIONS

BÉLA  SZ.-NAGY AND  CIPRIAN FOIAS

Abstract. Equivalent conditions are given for the regularity

of a factorization of a contraction, two of which exhibit immediately

the duality property of this notion.

The concept of regular factorization of contractions of Hubert spaces1

was introduced in [1] by the authors in connection with their investi-

gations on the invariant subspace problem; cf. [2, §VIL3].

Let A0 be a contraction of a Hubert space 31 into a Hubert space

31,, and let

(F) A0 = A2AX

be a factorization of A0 as a product of a contraction Ax of 31 into some

"intermediate" Hubert space 33, and of a contraction A2 of 33 into 31*:

33

Define the corresponding "defect operators" by

£>, = (/, - A*A,)112,       D^ = (/„, - A.A*)1'2       (j = 0, 1, 2),

where I} and /*, denote the identity operators on the space of definition

of Aj and A*, respectively.

The factorization (F) was defined to be regular if condition (i) given in

the Proposition below holds. Some basic arithmetical properties of such

factorizations were established in [2], in particular it was proven that

(F) is regular if and only if its dual

(r ,) A    = Ax A2
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1 The Hubert spaces considered are either ail real or all complex. Separability is not

assumed. Contraction means linear operator of norm ^1.
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is regular. This property does not follow easily from condition (i). This

makes it desirable to find conditions equivalent to (i) and exhibiting the

duality property. We are going to give two such conditions (ii) and (iii);

the equivalence of (i) and (iii) was already stated (without proof) by

Svarcman [3].2

Proposition.   For the factorization (F) the following three conditions

are equivalent :

(i) {D2~ÄxV®Dx^äe~W} = DJB © D&,
(ii) {D2b © D*xb:b e 33} = D233 © Z>„33,

(iii) D2S& n Z),,33 = {0}.

The proof will be given in the steps (i)=>(ii)=>(iii)=>(i).

(1) We make use of the decomposition (D*i33)— ={AiDxçS.)~©ker A*

generated by the contraction Ax; cf. [2, formula 1.3.7]. Observe that for

any b e ker A* we have b = DifXb, and hence

0 © b = (D2b © D*xb) - (D2b © 0).

As we obviously have D2b®0 e (D2S8)~@(AxDx%y~, we conclude that

condition (ii) holds if (and only if) every element of the form D2b(B

AxDxa (a e 31, b e 33) is the limit of a sequence of elements of the form

D2/3„©D,1/>n (bn £ 33). Now if condition (i) is satisfied then there exists a

sequence an e 31 such that

D2Axan -* D2b   and    Dxan -»■ Dxa.

Hence, setting bn=Axan(e 33) we have

D2bn © D*xbn = D2Axan © D*xAxan = D2Axan © AxDxan

«* D2b © AxDxa.

Therefore, (i) implies (ii).

(2) Let us notice that for any selfadjoint operator S on a Hubert space

£ we have §=(5$)~©ker S. Hence it follows that 5§=5((S$)—).

Thus we have in particular D233 = £>2((D233)—) and D+133 = L>*i((D*i33)~)•

Hence, for every element x e D233 nö,133 there exist elements b' e (D233)—

and b" e (Dtx33Y~ such that x=D2b' = DjfXb". Set y=b'®(-b"). Clearly y

belongs to (£>233)—®(D*XÎ8)~. Moreover, it is orthogonal to all elements

2 Added in proof (October 31, 1973). In the meantime the proof appeared in a paper

of the same title in Mat. Issled. 8 (1973), 201-216, at p. 210. This proof of the implica-
tion (iii)=>(i) is identical with ours. However, the equivalent form (ii) does not occur in

Svarcman's paper.
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of the form D2b®D#1b (b e 33), because

(y, D2b © D#xb) = (b', D2b) - (b", D*xb)

= (D2b' - D*xb", b) = (x- x, b) = 0.

Thus if (ii) is satisfied we must have y=0, and hence b'=0, b"=0;

consequently x=0.

Therefore, (ii) implies (iii).

(3) Let v®u be any element of (£>233)~"©(Di3l)—, orthogonal to all

elements of the form D2Axa®Dxa (a e 31). This means that

(a) A*D2v + Dxu = 0;

hence we deduce

AxA?D2v + AxDxu = 0,       D2v - D\xD2v + D^Axii = 0

D2v = D^x(D^xD2v - Axu).

If (iii) is satisfied then (ß) implies £>2z;=0; as v e (Z>233)— we conclude

that v=0. Then (a) implies Dxu=0, and again since u e (D^y, we

conclude that w=0. Thus v®u is zero.

Therefore, (iii) implies (i).

This finishes the proof.
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